
AN OVERVIEW OF THE STRUCTURE OF THE FEDERAL SUPREME COURT

OF SWITZERLAND

The Federal Supreme Court of Switzerland is the supreme court of the Swiss Confederation. can be appealed to the
Federal Supreme Court, although judicial review is limited to . Federal judiciary of Switzerland Â· National supreme
courts Â· Buildings and structures in Lausanne Â· Neoclassical architecture in Switzerland.

The people are also entitled to address requests, suggestions and complaints to the authorities so-called right to
petition. Others do not publish their cases officially and only submit major cases to law journals or publish
summaries of their case law in their annual reports. Many other federal as well as cantonal cases are collected
by the commercial database Swisslex-Westlaw. The Swiss Judicial System Art. Many officially published as
well as other cases are translated and published by law journals. The Confederation only has authority in those
areas in which it is empowered by the Constitution. Looking at the official report that accompanied the draft
of the statute and at the parliamentary deliberations often clarifies the meaning of federal and cantonal statutes.
Other decisions by federal authorities and federal commissions as well as cantonal courts or authorities are
published in many different forms and ways: Some courts or boards of appeals have their own official
collections. Academic law libraries in Switzerland generally offer interlibrary loan services to other libraries i.
Divisions[ edit ] The 38 federal justices are elected by the United Federal Assembly. See also the website of
the Library Network of Western Switzerland. On the cantonal and local level, people enjoy similar and often
even additional political rights. A fully searchable unofficial version of the Systematic Collection of Swiss
Law is also available free of charge. Every year it decides several thousand cases. The federal judiciary within
the Swiss legal system. There is, however, an upper age limit of  The tasks of the divisions differ according to
the legal domains they cover public law, private law, criminal First Public Law Division Guarantee of
ownership, national and regional spatial planning and construction law, environmental protection, political
rights, international judicial cooperation in criminal matters, road traffic including the revocation of driving
licences , citizenship, guarantees of due process. The Federal Constitution is the legal foundation of the
Confederation. The cantons decide on the system of electing members and the length of office on their own.
The chambers meet normally for four sessions a year, each of approx. The decisions of the Swiss Federal
Supreme Court are handed down either in German, French, Italian or Rhaeto-Romanic, but are not officially
translated into the other three languages. Logo of the Federal Supreme Court of Switzerland. Searching the
courts database is rather cumbersome. Currently court clerks serve on the Federal Supreme Court,
approximately one third of whom are women.


